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Trevor gumbi end marriage
South African comedian Trevor Gumbi has reportedly ended his marriage
with his wife, Lucille. The actor made the announcement on Wednesday
morning on his Instagram account. The post was also shared by his wife
on her profile a few moments later. Back in July, Lucille Gumbi told Drum
that she and her husband are not getting divorced. The Juice reached
out to Gumbi’s representatives four times to get comment but was repeatedly hung up on. When asked to give official comment on the matter the representative simply put down the phone repeatedly.
Speaking to TshisaLIVE, Trevor confirmed the news, however declined
to divulge any further details.
"We will be making an official statement early next week, on Monday. So
for now, I have nothing to say," Trevor said.
When contacted, Lucille also confirmed that they were currently preparing a
public statement on their separation but had not been together for some
time.
"It is true. We have not been together for a long while. I don't want to deal with it
or go into any detail right now but we want to release a statement together to avoid
100 questions," she said.

TERRY PHETO FLIES HIGH
Terry Pheto adds another two international accolades to her already
impressive resume, after winning big on Saturday night at the 4th annual International Achievement Recognition Awards (IARA Awards) in London.
Terry Pheto entered the IARA Awards as the most nominated actor this
year and walked away the biggest winner having won the most awards
of the night as well as having won in the biggest categories of the night.
She took home the Best Actress 2017 award for her role in A United
Kingdom, and the Best Actress TV / Drama 2017 for her role in the BET
Nelson Mandela series.
Terry Pheto’s IARA Award wins come off the back of winning Best Supporting Actress at the National Film Awards UK earlier this year for her
role in A United Kingdom.

Reggie’s Cake Steals Show
ANCYL treasurer-general and Mabala Noise boss Reggie Nkabinde and his childhood sweetheart‚ Beauty Matela pulled out
all the stops for their lavish wedding ceremony over the weekend‚ which included forking out an estimated amount of over
R60‚000 to have the cake of their dreams made. Reggie and
Beauty’s two-day wedding celebrations took place on the
South Coast of KwaZulu-Natal and was nothing short of a fairytale affair. However‚ it was not the celebrity guest list or the
designer clothing that left guests in awe — it was the three metre‚ 100kg‚ pearl-finish ivory ‘castle-themed’ cake that stole the
spotlight.
Speaking to TshisaLIVE‚ Sasha Naidoo owner of Sugar Coated
Cakes‚ the company that created and made the bride’s dream a
reality‚ said it took her over a month to make the cake‚ to ensure every detail was perfect.

Da Kruk X Black Coffee X Ibiza
Kutloano “Da Kruk” Nhlapo scored the prestigious honour when he won a DJ
search competition hosted by Black Coffee and men’s deodorant brand AXE‚ being crowned the winner of the contest after a four-month long nationwide
search. The 29-year-old DJ from Daveyton told TshisaLIVE that he was grateful for
the opportunities created for him and other local musicians by Black Coffee.
“Black Coffee is a pioneer and an inspiration to us all. He has opened the door to
the world for us and I am going to make the most of it. South Africa is the leading
export of house music to the world at the moment‚ in my opinion‚ and a lot of
that is because of him (Black Coffee)‚” he said.Despite his admiration for the Superman hitmaker‚ Kutloano said that he was “not another Black Coffee” and preferred to blaze his own trail following the star’s example.

Former Idols SA winner Khaya Mthethwa has taken his career from stage to the radio mic with a
new show on Metro FM‚ co-hosting the station’s
popular Sunday religious show The Sacred Space
with Thami Ngubeni. The move was announced
on DJ Fresh’s Metro FM breakfast show and Khaya also confirmed the move on social media. “This
is the very first time that it has been announced
on radio that The Sacred Space will include both
Thami Ngubeni and Khaya Mthethwa‚” Thami announced. Speaking to DJ Fresh‚ Khaya said he was
excited to join the show and wanted to strengthen others‚ while still staying true to himself.

MIC
TO
RADIO

EVENTS

AN INCREDIBLY EXCITING EVENT.
LIVE RADIO LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE.

We were cordially invited by Robbie
Malinga and Universal Music in association with metro fm for the
launch of the sensational vocalist
khoiSan Maxy. The audience was
treated to a blissful moment of the
soulful sounds of Afrotraction, but
nothing moved the crowed like the
amazing voice and dance moves
orchestrated by khoiSan Maxy. Losisi uyashisa I tell you.
CICI who has just got signed
by Ambitiouz Ent gave a very emotional performance to close
off #DineoRanaka and Lerato Kganyago's live broadcast of the Bridge.
CiCi who is still recovering from her
pelvic injuries could barely hold it
together as she was cheered and
encouraged by the crowd. She eventually got some momentum going but
couldn’t finish her performance as she struggled to keep it together. Lerato
and Dineo stood by her side on stage to give her support and encouragement
as Dineo closed off the show by explaining how difficult it is to reach down your
core and try to sing with a broken pelvis, never mind the struggle of learning
how to walk again. Her last words were “Men please stop it!”
On the upside of things though, we have to applaud METRO FM on this morning’s one of a kind radio broadcast!

Facebook: Sihle Hleng kalipa
Instagram: Sihle_nancy
Email:sihlekalipa45@gmail.com

I am Sihle Kalipa, a 21 years old girl who was born on the 4th
of June 1996. I was born in Johannesburg Soweto. I am
currently residing in Soweto, Mzimhlope, and I am model.
I’ve just recently started on this field of work, this is my
first year at it and already it feels like a lifetime. I’m currently studying Bachelor of Education at the University of Johannesburg and I’m truly passionate about education.
My inspiration is my mother Nomgqibelo Kalipa, she has
always encouraged me to look at the bigger picture. She
has always allowed me to do what I love and she has been
very supportive throughout my journey in this career path.
What has been your major highlight of your Journey so
far? My major highlight of my journey was working with
one of the biggest producers in South Africa, Mandla, N
from Blackbrain entertainment. Working with him has
been very informative because he works with models and
actors , tells them what is expected of them during the
shoot , like what to do and how to do it. From that alone
I’ve learnt a lot.
If you were given an opportunity to be or do anything in
life. What would you do or be? Given the opportunity to be
anything I’d love to be the president of our country. People
need change and all this Capitalism issues is not benefiting
the poor at all. It’s heartbreaking to see how our fellow
Africans work so hard so that they can avoid sleeping with
empty stomachs whilst our politicians are well off with no
concern whatsoever. People need opportunities and I’d

love to make a huge difference in people’s lives so that they know
life is not all about living to survive but living to enjoy life and do
what you love.
What would you do if you accidentally received 14 million rands
into your bank account? If I received 14 million I would use most of
the money to sponsor young people in the townships who want to
a obtain higher education. I’d help these students get into varsities
and colleges. This will help in transforming townships by decreasing
crime and allowing more young people to generate income to
change their lives and their families’ lives and creating a more literate population in our townships.
What more can we look out for from you in the near future? What
you can look out from me in the
futures is more features on
music videos. I’m planning to take each
and every opportunity I get,
whether it’s
modeling,
acting or
presenting.

I am Phemelo Medupe (known as Magic Melo), 23-year-old
Aeronautical Engineering Student at the University of the
Witwatersrand. I am also an exotic dancer/Model and have
performed for 1000+ people in big stages like Sexpo, Teazehers, Gallagher Convention Centre, Sun city and Swaziland. I
am passionate about spending time with family, learning
and entertaining. I am Tswana from Warrenton in the Northern Cape and the firstborn child. I have 5 siblings and Grandmother who are very dear to me.
One night my friends and I decided to go to a strip club, we
got drunk. There was this girl who was doing a show and
she pulled me on to the stage. As she took off my shirt, the
crowd went crazy. So, I took over the show. When I got off
stage the manager asked for my number and I gave it to
her. The following week she called me to ask me that do I
want to make money and become a stripper. I said no because my grandmother is a religious person and she would
kill me. She called me on a Thursday again to say that she
had a 30 minutes bachelorette show for R 2500. Well, I said
where? … and I went to do the show. It was crazy and I enjoyed it. Ever since then I have done show after a show, and
I grew passionate
about being a Male
stripper. I do private
parties, birthday parties,
bachelorette
parties, Baby showers and events.
If I was given an opportunity to be anything in life I would
still be an Entertainer.

Magic Melo
If I accidentally received 14 million I would build my
family a better future (pay for
my Sibling’s education, build my grandmother a
beautiful house and invest in a business that will sustain them). I am going to be performing in clubs
around JHB and Pretoria this September Follow me
on Instagram: @magic_meloxxl, Facebook:
Melo Entertainer and Twitter: @meloentertainer to
find out where.
Be on the lookout for Melo Fantasy…We will be
providing male and female adult entertainment for
the following: private parties, birthday parties, bachelorette parties, Baby showers, Topless waiters/
Waitresses and events. For more info DM, Inbox or
Email Me: meloentertainer@gmail.com

Since this is Kas’lam magazine, first you got to do is rep your hood; I’m a boy from Venda… Shout out to
all my people, it’s the Venda Pop-Star one time.
Let’s talk about your musical journey, where did it all start? I grew up in a semi-musical family. My parents
were involved in a choir and when they started their own church as their kids we obviously had to be involved in the worship team. That’s when I learnt how to play the drums and my brother had always been
big on writing songs and producing, so I also got to learn a lot from him. Over the years the craft just became better and better, now it’s well polished and good enough for us to be here.
Now when one listens to your music, it’s not easy to classify you under one specific genre. How do you
define your sound? I’m unboxed, I don’t like to keep myself limited to a couple of options. therefore, if I
wanna do a Jazz track I’m going to do a Jazz track, and if I wanna do Hip-Hop or Reggea I’m going to do
that. It’s about being free as an Artist because that’s why I’m doing it, I’m doing it to express myself, so if I
limit myself to 1 genre I don’t feel free enough. I describe my sound as human, in essence that just means
it’s a process and it’s growing like you and I… Like a Human being. It has emotions it has feeling and you’re
going to relate to it, that’s what I wanna achieve. That’s why I sing a lot about love
because it’s something we all go through.
What are you currently busy with? We’re currently busy working on a couple of
videos and a couple of more songs, we are building up to the album but that’s
still in the future.
Now in terms of you as an Artist and an individual, what are your principles
and values that keep you going on a daily? One thing I really believe in is
the concept of quality over quantity, for instance there aren’t a lot of Una
Rams songs out there but the songs that are out there are good songs.
Another is consistency, looking at the position I’m at right now it’s more
of like “oh there’s this new kid on the scene, what has he got to offer”.
Obviously with what I have dropped now has got people’s attention, but moving forward it’s up to me now to say yo!
we’re making songs better than this. That’s who
I’m in competition with… Myself.
I love honesty and to a certain extent of vulnerability, which explains who I am as a person
because I am in touch with my emotions and I
know a lot of kids out there are too. So, these
songs help them go through things and help
them process things as well. I know there’s a
lot of turn-up music but I mean when the
party is over you probably want to go home
and cuddle up or cry or something, but is
there music that caters for that? That’s
where I come in to the picture.
Last words? If you have a dream go chase
it, don’t give up on education and you can
make it
Twitter:
@UnaRamsWeirdKid
ID:
@Unarams
FB:
Una Rams

It is not often one acquires legendary status and keeps remerging like a phoenix, especially not in the South African entertainment industry. Zakes Bantwini needs no introduction and has
proven worthy of his accolades and is indeed a notable figure in
this particular sphere.
Bang Bang Bang is all you hear blazing in the streets nowadays.
Everyone is excited that Zakes is back with yet another “bang”
and another classic album. We got to chill with Bantwini to talk
about his journey and his incredibly crafted new project “love,
lights and music 2”.
First thing’s first since this is Kas’lam magazine, please tell us
where are you originally from and how it was growing up in
your kasi?
I was born and bred in Kwamashu. I grew up and attended
school in Kwamashu until it came a time where I felt like I was
ready to take over the world. I truly enjoyed growing up eKaslam.
Speaking of taking over the world, how does one know that I
have something great to offer to this world and I can do it? I
think I picked up the signs at a very young age. At the age of 11
years I was a dancer which is more along the lines of entertainment so yeah, I then flew for the first time in my life because of
dancing.
I was also a good soccer player but maybe I wasn’t good

enough because I remember this one time where my team
had to fly to Johannesburg for the Chappies league and I was
the only player left behind. I got tired of leaving my faith on
someone else to decide whether I was good enough or not, so
that’s when I decided I’ll stick with dancing because as a dancer if you were in dance rehearsals for the whole week you’ll
definitely be in the show on the weekend. A year later after
quitting soccer I got to fly for the very first time for a dance
competition in Johannesburg and by the age of 18 I was doing
an international dance tour, I did Ballet and contemporary
dancing and I think we travelled like 18 countries for 6 months.
For some reason, I’ve always had indications that your talent
could take you far. However, I eventually got bored of dance
because in the world of dance you might be doing a show
with the biggest Choreographer in the world but nobody
knows about it and no media is covering that, so I always
wanted the be in a world where everybody knows what I’m
doing and how great I am, and music was the next thing.
I always wanted a beautiful life and I would usually visualise it
vividly through R. Kelly’s music video for ‘You remind me of
my Jeep’ and I was like; I want this life and I want to drive this
car, when the money eventually came I did buy a Jeep. So
yeah, that’s basically how I picked up on my potential. I think
dance was an indicator of how great I could be and then I
thought to myself if I’m great at this I could be great in music
as well, so I perused music and it worked out well.You’ve
done so much with your musical career for such a long time,
doesn’t it all get repetitive and routine? That’s a very good
thing to talk about. It does when you do not have a plan, it
doesn’t when you actually have a plan. The world is big man,
and the biggest problem in South Africa is that we’re busy
dominating each other. I mean in a year you get to see the
very same Artists performing all over South Africa again and
again in the same routine and at the same space so you’ll definitely get bored, you as the Artist you’ll get bored first and the
audience is definitely going to get bored as well. That’s why
overseas you put out an album then you have a tour for that
album touring different states and di9fferent countries, so
everybody that sees you is seeing that particular performance
for the very first time. As South African Artists, we haven’t
been able to do that and I think we have to blame these huge
establishments like Universal and Sony music because they
have been machines in making sure that we know of a Beyoncé or a Chris Brown but they have never made use of that
very same machine to make sure that we’re also known in
other territories.

It’s like they are willing to tell us about the world but they are not
willing to tell the world about us, and that has made us South African
Artists to revolve rather than evolve in the music industry and has
resulted in all our future plan to circulate only within the South African media. What happens is that if you didn’t make it on a South African publication like Kas’lam magazine or you don’t get played at a
certain radio
station then you don’t have a career, forgetting that there are magazines and radio stations in Kenya, Nigeria and
the whole of Africa as well as the
rest of the world. So, the fact
that South African media hasn’t approved you or given a
chance it doesn’t mean the
rest of the world won’t as
well. Go to other territories
and people may see your value there. I think that’s what’s
happening in South Africa, a
person will put out music and
only wait for the reception
in South Africa before they Can
decide
they
have a career.

before Lucky Dube died (May his soul RIP) he was no longer playing in SA radio but was still selling out stadiums
within Africa, at the same time you have a Trey Songz who
struggles to fill a night club of 5000 people in New York
but here in SA he sells out a stadium. So, it tells you that as
an Artist you need to explore other territories.
Your current project is the ‘Love, Lights and Music 2’ album which dropped earlier this year. Why make a sequel
to such a classic album? *lol* because it’s also going to be
the greatest album to come out this year, I think ‘Love,
lights and music 2’ is better than the first ‘Love, Lights and
Music’. For me ‘Love, lights and music’ is like a signature
pattern for a clothing line, what makes Zakes Bantwini
great is the ‘Love, lights and music’ series. So, when Zakes
moves from one place to another the bridge that takes
him from there to there is the Love, lights and music album. If you were in love with ‘Love, lights and music’
you’re surely going to fall in love with ‘Love, lights and music 2’. The ‘Love, lights and music’ series is now becoming
albums where I decide to talk about love, where I decide
to use my musicality at its best, to use Afro beats influence, to use heavy horns and where I decide to make a
song that will make you dance on the dance floor but
you’ll also listen to it on the radio and while you’re driving.
All of those combined are the ingredients of ‘Love, lights
and music’.

At your listening session for Love, Lights and Music 2
you touched on the subject of how hard it is for upcoming Artists right now especially getting their music
on radio because people on radio are also musicians
themselves who obviously lookout for each other before the next, so how would you advice an up-coming
to conquer that struggle?
In this industry, there’s a different business model for
each type of genre and Artist. In SA, the music business
model favours DJs more than it does Artists, but you
cannot blame DJs because that’s their business model
and it works for them. They’ve put themselves in a pedestal where the industry looks at them and its perfect
for them, but it doesn’t mean that if you’re an Artist
you cannot have a business model that favours you.
Right now, when you’re an Artist in SA it’s quite tough
for you to travel faster than a DJ. In his/her set, a DJ will
play his/her own music then play music that is popular
on radio and music by other DJs so that they can also
return the favour. Therefore, there’s a challenge for
Artists because radio will tell you that we’ll only play
your song if there’s demand from the streets and the
streets say we can only play you if your song is on radio,
so you’re left with nowhere to go. Even radio compilers
and TV compilers are DJs who happen to be musicians
as well, so as an Artist you have to find ways to either
get the attention of the DJs/Compilers or be dominant
with your music in the streets so much that the DJs
can’t ignore you.
Moving forward with the release of ‘Love, lights and
music 2’, what can we expect? I’ve just shot 2 music
videos one for my second single titled ‘My number one’
featuring Nandi Madida (my wife) and my third video
for my third song ‘Bang bang bang’, We already had a
video for Amantombazane. So, every song in this album
will have a music video.
I’m also excited about going back on stage, I’ve been
saying to people that if you miss music like I miss music,
music is back because I’m back in making music. It’s
been a while since I’ve performed because I took a decision not to take any more public performances because
I was bored of performing the same music the same
way. And so, I said to myself if I am bored, if the people
watching me are not yet bored they’ll probably soon
get bored themselves. I miss performing so I’ll be doing
a lot of performances. This album is not just a South
African album it’s a global album, and therefore I will be
travelling all over.
Last words? I just want to say something to everybody
ekasi; My Mom used to say dreams delayed are not
dreams denied. If you’re out there and you also have
dreams of one day making something of yourself but
you’re starting to doubt if dreams really come true, well
you should look at me because I am one great example
of what being a dreamer is.

I myself was once just a dreamer and everything that I wanted I only saw on TV and music videos from Artists like R.
Kelly, but today even R. Kelly knows my song ‘clap your
hands’. I know ekasi we grew up with this thing that you
shouldn’t tell people when you’re doing well but we must
break that myth, right now I’m doing well and that’s because I make right decisions and if comes a time when I’m
no longer doing well I’ll also step forward and state that I’m
no longer doing well and why that is. I just want to say to
you that just keep on grinding, lezi zinto ozibonayo on TV
they’re not far from you. They are close, you just always
have to wake up in the morning and work hard and most
importantly, you have to work smart because there are so
many people out there working hard but they are not successful because they are not working smart. Lastly, keep the
right friend and company behind and around you because if
you stick around with gangsters who smoke all day you’ll
probably be one of them, but if you hang around business
people you’re probably going to do business. Once you’re
and have found that opportunity and that mojo, it is about
you leaving that door open for others to walk in. Thina ekasi
sinomukhuba wokuthi once you know how to do something
sifuna ukuvala. So yeah, take this moment and be inspired to
be what you want to be, just take it one step at a time every
day. I’m still waking up at 7AM and sleeping at 2AM like I did
when I started out in 2006. When you have more hours,
you’re going to achieve more.

SOUTH AFRICA’S BIGGEST
ENTERTAINMENT MARKETS
Say goodbye to Blu-ray and hello to YouTube, as online media is set to be the world’s – and South Africa’s – biggest
entertainment and media market by the end of the decade.
This is according the PwC Global Entertainment and Media
Outlook 2015-2019 report, which details the projected
growth for entertainment and media segments for the next
few years.
According to PwC, South Africa’s entertainment and media
industry is expected to grow from R112.7 billion in 2014 to
R176.3 billion in 2019, at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 9.4%.
This growth will be fuelled by digital spend, as South Africa’s
Internet access market continues to rise rapidly.
Here is a breakdown of the biggest global entertainment
and media markets in the world – and how they will fare in
the local economy, according to PwC.
Music
The music industry is in for a tough time, as revenue from
recorded music is expected to decline through to 2019.
However, the losses will be somewhat offset by increased
revenue from live performances.
The overall music industry will see CAGR of 0.8% through to
2019, totaling around $47 billion.
Live shows will account for $30 billion (up from $26 billion in
2014), and recorded music will add over $17 billion (down
from $19 billion in 2014).
In South Africa: growth will remain muted to hit R2.1 billion
in 2019, up only slightly from R2.01 billion in 2014,

with revenue from live music expected to grow at a CAGR of 7.9%
in the next five years – reaching R1.5 billion in 2019, up from R1
billion in 2014.
Video Games
The global video game market will near the $100-billion mark,
settling at $93.2 billion in value by 2019.
This represents a CAGR of 5.7%, while the market is expected to
shift to digital and cloud services.
The current generation of console hardware is expected to peak
in 2017 and 2018, but any decline will be offset by subscription
fees to gaming services.
In South Africa: According to PwC, in 2014 the total video game
market in South Africa was at R2.62 billion, which will increase to
R3.61 billion by 2019. Social and casual gaming is expected to increase to R1.94 billion, making up the largest amount, followed
by console gaming, which will account for R865 million.
Films
Hollywood and other global film markets are expected to show
healthy growth over the next few years to hit $104.6 billion by
2019.
Under half of this amount ($48.5 billion) will come from the box
office.
Physical media is expected to continue its decline (with more
brick and mortar stores expected to shut down), while electronic
home media, such as streaming services, are expected to double.
In South Africa: box office revenues are steadily increasing at a
CAGR of 3% to reach R972 million by the end of the forecast period.

Books
Books are not dead – and won’t be for a while. The total
book publishing market will hit $128.34 billion in 2019.
The consumer book market is expected to struggle until
digital becomes more prominent, but this will be offset by
growth and domination from the educational book market.
Digital books are expected to show the biggest growth,
accounting for 40% of total revenue by the end of the decade.
In South Africa: consumer revenue from books, magazines,
and newspapers is expected to rise by R1.3 billion over the
forecast period. According to PwC, Total book revenues will
therefore increase from R3,828 million in 2014 to R3,967
million in 2019.
Pay-TV
Global pay-TV subscriptions are set to reach a market value
of $243.8 billion by 2019.
There will be a big rise in the number of smartphones and
tablets connecting to TV services, and more content outlets
will become available – forcing service providers to shake
up their business models.
In South Africa: combined revenue from TV subscriptions,
advertising, and licence fees is projected to reach R40.9
billion by 2019.
Internet Access
The biggest disruptor across the entertainment and media
segments is the Internet.
Internet access is proving to be a major revenue source
across the globe. According to the outlook, Internet access
and other media found online is projected to draw over
$686.2 billion by 2019 – up from $449.5 billion in 2014.
Over the next few years, smartphone connections are expected to double, accounting for over half of all phones,
while mobile Internet revenue will make up over 63% of the
total value ($441.5 billion).
In South Africa: Internet access revenue will climb from
R32.5 billion in 2014 to R76.2 billion in 2019 – far ahead of
any other consumer spend category – making it the largest
contributor to South Africa’s total entertainment and media
revenues.
“Affordable Internet access will continue to digitally disrupt
the market in novel and innovative ways,” said PwC Southern Africa Entertainment and Media Leader Vicky Myburgh.
“The ongoing spread of services to mobile networks, novel
devices, and emerging markets will change how media and
entertainment are served, consumed, and monetised in
multiple ways.”
According to Myburgh, affordable Internet access will inhibit the revenue growth of various sectors as consumers use it
to access free, ad-funded, and lower-priced subscriptionbased versions of new and existing media services.

He has over 2.6 Million
likes on his Facebook page

Forbes Magazine estimates
put Masiyiwa's personal
wealth at US$600 million.
Ventures Africa recently estimated Masiyiwa to be
worth over US$1.4 billion.

Strive Masiyiwa (born 29 January 1961) is a London based Zimbabwean businessman, entrepreneur, and philanthropist. He is
the founder and executive chairman of diversified international
Telecommunications, Media and Technology group Econet
Wireless.
Masiyiwa is a member of the Africa Progress Panel (APP), a
group of ten distinguished individuals who advocate at the
highest levels for equitable and sustainable development in
Africa. As a Panel Member, he facilitates coalition building to
leverage and broker knowledge, and convenes decision-makers
to influence policy for lasting change in Africa.
He has won numerous accolades and gained international
recognition for his business expertise and philanthropy, and is
considered one of Africa's most generous humanitarians. Masiyiwa has used his wealth to provide scholarships to
over 100,000 young Africans over the past 20 years through his
family foundation. He supports over 40,000 orphans with educational initiatives, as well as sponsoring students at universities in America, The United Kingdom, and China. Over the last
few years, Masiyiwa has devoted his time to mentoring the
next generation of African entrepreneurs through his Facebook
page, which has a growing followership of over 2.5million
young people from across the continent. Facebook has identified his platform as having the most engaged following, of any
business leader in the world.
Masiyiwa also funds initiatives in public health and agriculture
across the African continent.

Strive Masiyiwa returned to his native Zimbabwe in 1984 after a 17-year absence. After working briefly as a telecoms engineer for the state-owned telephone company, he quit his job
and set up his own company with the equivalent of US$75. In five years, he had emerged as
one of the country's leading industrialists, having built a large electrical engineering business. The emergence of mobile cellular telephony led him to diversify into telecoms, but he
soon ran into major problems when the Zimbabwean government of Robert Mugabe refused
to give him a license to operate his business, known as Econet Wireless.
Masiyiwa appealed to the Constitutional Court of Zimbabwe, on the basis that the refusal
constituted a violation of "freedom of expression". The Zimbabwean court, then one of the
most respected on the continent, ruled in his favour after a five-year legal battle, which took
him to the brink of bankruptcy. The ruling, which led to the removal of the state monopoly in
telecommunications, is regarded as one of the key milestones in opening the African telecommunications sector to private capital. The company's first cellphone subscriber was connected to the new network in 1998.
Masiyiwa listed Econet Wireless Zimbabwe in July 1998 on the local stock exchange as gesture of thanks to reward the thousands of ordinary people who supported him during his
long legal battles against the Zimbabwean government. Today, Econet Wireless Zimbabwe
has gone on to become a major business that dominates the Zimbabwe economy. It is currently the second-largest company in Zimbabwe by market capitalisation.
In March 2000, Masiyiwa left Zimbabwe, never to return to the country, and moved first to
South Africa, where he founded the Econet Wireless Group, a new and completely separate
organisation to the listed Zimbabwean entity.
His main interest remained in telecoms. Some of the key businesses that he established with
partners included Econet Wireless International, Econet Wireless Global, Mascom Wireless
Botswana, Econet Wireless Nigeria (now Airtel Nigeria), Econet Satellite Services, Lesotho
Telecom, Econet Wireless Burundi, Rwanda Telecom, Econet Wireless South Africa, Solarway,
and Transaction Processing Systems (TPS). He also has interests in mobile operations in New
Zealand, Bolivia, and Dominican Republic. The company he created is known to have operations and investments, in more than 20 countries, including the United Kingdom, US, Latin
America, and New Zealand, United Arab Emirates, and China.
After more than ten years in South Africa, Masiyiwa moved to London; however, he still retains significant business interests in South Africa.

Five Lessons From
Zimbabwe's Richest Man, Strive
Masiyiwa
1. Identify A Human Need And
Reach Out To
Meet It
2. Be Patient
And Relentless; Never
Give Up
3. Work Hard
And Stay Focused
4. Pray Hard
5. Give Back

Have you ever considered taking a time of celibacy?
It’s a fascinating question because it seems counter to everything that we desire when we start studying tantra. Many of us start
studying tantra because we hear about the incredible sex and hour-long orgasms. Why would we ever want to be celibate?
Because the magic of tantra is about breaking free of limitations and old patterns. It’s about personally challenging our beliefs,
fears, and desires. It’s about changing, expanding, and truly taking ourselves to a new level. And celibacy is a fascinating
“wormhole” that can get us there.
Many Great Tantric Masters Had Times of Celibacy. Why?
Sex is a wonderful experience, a wonderful way of sharing love. In fact, part of becoming tantric sexually involves getting rid of all
the shame, guilt, and taboos connected with sex. So, isn’t taking a time of celibacy going in the wrong direction? No. The ancient
tantriks were about changing things up and challenging the status quo so that people would wake up and start truly living. And
so, if they came into a town where everyone was sexually repressed through religion or societal rules, sex would be the thing to
shock them into awakening. But if they came into our sex-saturated society, what would they recommend? A break, perhaps,
since even though we have issues with shame, guilt, religion, and taboos around sexuality, sex is everywhere. We believe that it
defines our self-worth. The media tells us subliminally each day how important it is to be attractive sexually. It is so deep in our
subconscious now that the idea of chosen celibacy is shocking. And in some tantra circles it is even worse. In many “red-tantra”
workshops and courses, the focus is on healing and releasing the shame and guilt around sex — very valuable work. Accordingly,
they include many sexual exercises and physical interactions that are very pleasurable and freeing. But often, there is also an undercurrent of sexual addiction. Having these pleasurable sexual experiences becomes the goal of every workshop and life experience. As you walk in, you can literally feel the sexual desire and needs coming off of people. Energetically, their “second chakra” is
screaming for union. Once we are freed of our shame, guilt, and taboos, the next step is to become whole. Tantra brings us to
complete wholeness. There is actually no need for another. There is no need for sex. We have both masculine and feminine energies within us. Combining these polarities with spirit, we are fully satisfied within us. This is true tantra. Sexuality and union with
another simply becomes one way of expressing this ecstasy.
What I Discovered Being Celibate:
I recently took a time of celibacy.
This was a huge deal because I LOVE sex. The choice of celibacy came as an intuitive knowing. A healer had told my friend that she
had to take some time off from men for a while. As my friend told me this, it was like the healer had spoken directly to my heart. I
instantly knew that this is what I needed to do.
And it horrified me! I had had a partner and been sexually active for over 25 years. I teach tantra. I have euphoric sexual experiences that I can’t even describe. Why in the world would I want to give this up?
My first clue was the incredible reaction my ego was having to the thought. I felt like that person who says that they could give
cigarettes or booze up any time — they “just don’t want to right now,” but they could do it.
Sigh. And so it was. And it changed my life.
1. I Realized That I Was Addicted to Sex and Relationships
I couldn’t believe how hard it was to give up having a man in my life. I had been married for over 20 years. Before and since then,
I’d had other partners and lovers. I didn’t realize how much my heart depended on always having that other person to say “good
morning” to or to crawl into bed with at night.

I never thought that I NEEDED the masculine energy of a man. I was convinced that I was an independent, intelligent, whole woman. You couldn’t have convinced me otherwise. And yet, the dark nights of the soul that I went through definitely showed me something else.
I found out that part of my self-worth was intimately tied to having a sexual partner. It meant that I was desirable and loveable. Without that
person as a mirror for me, did I exist at all? I went through quite a few existential crises.
2. I Healed My Energy Leaks
I had a vision early in my celibacy of my pelvis as a bowl. And that ever since I started being interested in boys, this bowl had tipped downward
in the front. And so energy would come into my body and then pour out the bowl into the other person. And when I was in a serious relationship, it was like every bit of energy I had simply went to nourish the other. Hmmm… No wonder I was so tired.
But after about 3 weeks, this bowl seemed to tip up and become level. It felt like energy would come into me and then it would circulate within
me instead of pouring outward. This energy nourished ME for perhaps the first time in decades. It was absolutely incredible.
Even doing simple tantric breathing exercises like micro-cosmic orbit was different. This breath pattern asks us to breath energy up the back of
our spine and then down the front of our bodies (this is a simplified explanation). Now, there was so much more energy circulating within me.
And it was so easily orgasmic. I wondered whether this is why many people struggle with feeling anything during this breath. Do they have
leaks?
3. The Masculine and Feminine Balanced Within Me
I soon realized that I had to become my own best boyfriend. What was this masculine energy that I was seeking in another? Structure, Logic,
Protection, Energy… Hmmm.
In the rest of the world, my masculine energy was strong. I have a degree in mathematics (I’m logical). I’ve written books and courses and
taught classes (manifested). I’ve owned my own businesses for 20 years (structure). I figured that I had this one covered.
But the masculine within myself needed work. To make a plan personally and honour it (structure). To turn my cellphone off an d take a bath
and not let anyone interrupt me (protection). To defend myself from others (protection).
I also asked myself what was it that I wanted a partner to do for me. Truthfully, I wanted him to look at me and tell me I was the most beautiful,
incredible person he’d ever met. I wanted him to touch me gently and lovingly and not expect anything from me. I wanted him to plan fun outings and buy me flowers and chocolate.
So I did this for myself.
I planned fun things for “us” to do “together.” I looked in the mirror and observed the beauty before me and told my feminine side wonderful
things about her. She cried a lot. I held myself in bed and loved myself completely. I am a tantrika. I have magic touch (we all do). I could actually use it on myself and drive myself crazy. Apparently, I am a great boyfriend!
After a few months, I can’t tell you the feeling of wholeness and complete contentment.
4. I Had More “Spontaneous Orgasms”
There’s a joke out there about people who study tantric sex becoming unable to finish a sentence without their whole body shaking in orgasm.
It’s just a joke… kind of.
In my past, once in a while, I would have the experience of just sitting somewhere and suddenly feeling incredible orgasms in my whole body.
No touching. Nothing in particular happening. They would just happen.
Well, as the months of my celibacy went on, this started happening more and more. I would be sitting in the library and I would read a beautiful
passage and I would close my eyes to ponder it. And as I would breathe deeply, my whole body would start to shudder in pleasure. (Honestly, I
was torn between the part of me having this incredible, unanticipated experience and the other part of me watching me sitting in the middle of
the Toronto Public Library barely able to contain my full-body orgasm and thinking about how incredibly ironic and funny the scene was!)
But it started happening as I walked down the street, as I talked about tantra, as I watched the sunset.
Then, I found out that this was normal with people who choose tantric celibacy. If we choose celibacy because sex is “bad” or “dirty” or “lowenergy,” then we are repressing our life-force and so instead, this energy just gets twisted into something else. But within a tantric path, we
choose it with the desire of exploration. It is about “changing the variables” to further explore our own consciousness and experience. So,
growth and new experiences (like spontaneous orgasms) happen.
And of course, this experience deepened my experience of being whole without the NEED of another to fill my needs. I was having orgasms just
sitting in the library! Choosing a partner would truly be a CHOICE, not a need.
What a wonderful surprise!
5. I Integrated With My Spirit Even More
I’ve always been intensely spiritual. I’ve always been a mystic. But I had also always been a partner and a mom. As much as I connected
“vertically” with God/Spirit, my first focus has always tended toward “horizontal” — partners, children, and family. No matter how spiritual I
was, my default has always my interactions and love with others.
But during my time of celibacy, I was living alone. My children had grown and were thousands of miles away. I had lots of friends. But they
aren’t the same level of intimacy.
So, I read a lot of Rumi. I read a lot of mystic poetry about the wonder and connection with God.
I was able to immerse myself in this experience in ways that I hadn’t before. I had cleared the decks in a way. It was so beautiful.
Being Celibate on Your Own
Would you like to try this? Does it feel like it’s on your path? Do you feel like you are always searching for a partner? Does it feel like more of a
need than a choice?
Are you studying tantra but maybe missing the magic that everyone talks about?
Even without a partner, if you choose this, it is good to have at least one person that you can talk to that understands your process. I found it to
be a very dark time, since I was looking at very vulnerable aspects of my need to belong and to be loved, as well as my self-worth. So it is good
to have a teacher or wise confidante to share your journey with.
It’s often good to give yourself a timeframe. It’s only in the low times that we want to break our vow, and we don’t tend to have the best discernment then. So a hard “masculine” rule can be helpful here.

Make Up Can Only Do So Much!!!
Most of us are happy that we are fast approaching summer
but many other ladies aren't too ecstatic about it because of
their dreadful oily skin. which won't really change until one
starts changing their daily routing in looking after their bodies.
You can't be lazy yet you want change in your life or even on
your body. The oil that many are complaining about comes
from the fat inside their bodies and unhealthy diets which
makeup can't do much about it. I always tell people that
makeup is made to enhance one's beauty not to change one
and not to reduce one's oil or fat.
Makeup does a very good job by probably hiding one's dark
spots which could also be removed by using the right products
before getting into makeup such as the right face lotions, right
face wash, Scrub and mask, you can even create your own
scrub and mask at home using sugar and Avocado or sugar
and honey, or banana and lemon which also helps in burning
the oil on your skin. The health lifestyle coaches always advise
people to exercise which will really help a lot in burning the fat
inside your body as well as eating healthy.
When doing your shopping always buy the normal to Oily or
normal to very oily skin products which you will use before
applying makeup and with makeup.
I really can't advise people to change the makeup that they
use especially if it has been good to them for some time. Try
to use the liquid foundation from the same brand. Until next
time, I Thank you.

Doors for anyone who needs makeup Tutorials are now
open. For more info contact me on:
Phone 076690290
Instagram: @Precious_mcjane
Facebook at Precious Mcjane
Email on precious.mcjane13@gmail.com /
precious@kaslam.co.za

It is very important that we take time to think of
how we dress and how we would like to be addressed. Every human being is a living magnet,
we have that ability to attract and repel. The
way we dress can determine how we will be
treated on that day. you should decide what
you are and what you want to express by the
way you dress and the way you live.
Too often; 50% judgement is drawn from how
we dress, and the other 50% is based on what
we say.
When one record producer/artist popularly
known as Young Thug was narrating his story
on a television show some time ago, he spoke
mostly about how misunderstood he was, and
people confused his sexuality. He went on to
say that about the time he started his trade
mark appearance he would get mixed reactions
from fans.
There is a reason for acting and dress the way
we do, some act based on past experiences,
and some act by copying what others do.
Whichever way we choose to dress, there is
always a reason. Some would dress in a manner
that exhibits their sexual appeal whereby the
cleavage is exposed, some chooses to unbutton
their shirt to expose their bare hairy chest as a
sign of confidence, and some would sag their
trousers to expose their boxer’s shorts to exhibit their personal lifestyle choices. It is all for a
reason.
Now and then we tend to dress according to
seasons. During hot seasons people tend to
wear less clothing to suit the weather condition.
However, there are still places that requires
suiting up regardless of how hot the weather
conditions are. Should you choose to wear a
short skirt or dress to the office, or revealing
clothing, that may cause co-workers to assume
that you trying to get something by dressing
provocatively. It can also lead certain people to
jump into conclusions about your personality, as
well be taken lightly for showing off or

displaying a flirtatious manner in one way
or another.
Looking neat is not meant for going out
only, nobody can make you feel inferior
without your consent, so dress the way
you want to be addressed.
A certain boldness Is required especially
since the conservatism that's sure to prevail makes it hard to stand out as different
or special. Step forward, the man in the
bright coloured suit! (red, yellow etc suits)
punctuated the sartorial Sea of Grey,
bringing relief and optimism. Broadening
the palette of your two-piece could do the
same for you being a bold conformist
might be the way to go this season.

Ruffcart contacts details
Facebook: Ruffcart Family holding
Tumblr: Ruffcarfamily.tumblr.com
Twitter: @ruffcart
Instagram: Ruffcart Family
Cell: 0744659750
0658828093
Blacknoise contacts details
Facebook: blacknoise clothing
Twitter: @realblacknoise clothing
Cell: 0626099131
0826561634

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

L– Tido Back
@ it Again !!!
L-Tido is probably one of the most underrated musicians in the
local scene. He has endless hits and knows just what to mix
when cooking in the kitchen. This time he teams up with
the Eminent Fam for this new game changing single titled
“Moto”, we all know L-Tido is good at this and likes featuring
new talent. This is one of those songs that should be on your
playlist today.

Shane Eagle has released his much-anticipated album titled “Yellow” under
his Eagle Entertainment. Shane who rose to fame following his participation
at the Vuzu Hustle and hasn’t look back ever since going on to be a familiar
face in our TV screens and magazine, including making it to the cover of
Kas’lam magazine. The album is packed with 13 tracks and doesn’t include
any of his previously released singles, Eagle decided to put on more his
work and voice on the album by only presenting KLY as the only featured
artist. The sound on the album is mostly laid-back, mellow and lo-tempo ride
that is smooth and wavy. You cannot fault Shane’s lyrical abilities even
though at times it will sound like he is trying a bit too hard to “keep it real”.
This laid back, smooth and soulful album will definitely get hardcore hip-hop
heads on a replay mode but if you like your turn up rap this album is definitely not for you. The album really sounds personal, you’ll get learn more
about Shane’s life and his views. Oh yes, there’s definitely a few subliminals
to a few rappers out there!

BUBBLES HITS THE MOON
Durban based artist and singer-songwriter Wandile “Bubbles” Mnomiya releases her anticipated debut single Moon. The song is Produced by: Mnqobi "OB MagiK" Ngcobo and Mixed & Arranged by:
Pheto "J.Smallz" Mabena for Tinism
Known for her remarkable voice and stage presence, Bubbles has
gained some recognition having previoulsy being a contestant on
the music competitions X-Factor and The Voice SA. She’s killed perfomances with song like Paradise road by Joy, We found love by
Rihanna, I’m going down by Mary J Blige, Brave by Sara Bereilles,
All about that base by Meghan Trainor, ngiyazifela by Lira and a
whole lot more. Now she’s bringing her own creativity, sound and
feel to the industry with this new indie, RnB and Afro-Pop influenced song. As soon as she hits that first line, you instantly fall in
love with the song. She’s bringing a refreshing sound from all the
turn up music we’ve been fed lately, this is a jam you can play while
cruising in your ride, at the office, in your living room and just whenever you want that feel good music.

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

Michael Cuesta directs the first feature based on a political thriller by the prolific novelist Vince Flynn, with Dylan O’Brien as a counterterrorism operative
and Michael Keaton as his take-no-prisoners trainer.
A beefed-up Dylan O’Brien, of The Maze Runner films and the series Teen
Wolf, steps into a potential new franchise role in this origin story of black-ops
recruit Mitch Rapp, the main character in more than a dozen novels by the
late Vince Flynn. In the opening sequence he’s a young man beside himself
with happiness as he proposes to his girlfriend, Katrina (Charlotte Vega), during their vacation on Ibiza (Thailand subs for the Spanish isle). With an overcast tint to the seaside sunlight and a nervous charge to the camerawork,
Cuesta and DP Enrique Chediak expertly turn this hopeful scene into one
that’s fraught with dread from the get-go. It ends in a bloodbath, dozens of
beachgoers mowed down by Uzi-wielding gunmen. Among the dead is
Rapp’s fiancée.
Mitch Rapp (O'Brien), 23, lost his parents to a tragic car accident at the age of
14, and now his girlfriend to a terrorist attack just as they were engaged.
Seeking revenge, he is enlisted by CIA Deputy Director Irene Kennedy
(Lathan) as a black ops recruit. Kennedy then assigns Cold War veteran Stan
Hurley (Keaton) to train Mitch. Together they will later on investigate a wave
of apparently random attacks on military and civilian targets. The discovery of
a pattern in the violence leads them to a joint mission with a lethal Turkish
agent, Annika (Negar), to stop a mysterious operative, nicknamed
"Ghost" (Kitsch), intent on starting a world war in the Middle East.
Cast
Dylan O'Brien as Mitch Rapp
Michael Keaton as Stan Hurley
Sanaa Lathan as Deputy Director Irene Kennedy
Shiva Negar as Annika
Taylor Kitsch as "Ghost"
David Suchet as Stansfield
Navid Negahban as Behurz
Scott Adkins as Victor
Charlotte Vega as Katrina
Distributors:
CBS Films, Lionsgate
Production companies:
di Bonaventura Pictures, Nick Wechsler
Productions
Director:
Michael Cuesta
Screenwriters:
Stephen Schiff, Michael Finch, Edward
Zwick, Marshall Herskovitz
Producers:
Lorenzo di Bonaventura, Nick Wechsler
Executive producer:
Daniel M. Stillman
Director of photography:
Enrique Chediak

TECH & GAMES

LG announced at Mobile World Congress that it has accessories to enhance G5 in ways that could not have been imagined the few
years ago. One of these accessories is the standalone 360-degrees Cam, which is a camera that captures images in 16 mega-pixels.
This standalone camera captures photos and videos in 360-degrees. It’s equipped with two 13-megapixel cameras, each 200degrees, allowing you to capture 180-degree or 360 degree photos and videos at 2K . It can record 5.1 surround sound via the
three microphones and it’s rather compact at only 30 x 97 x 25mm, weighing only 72 grams.
LG’s strategy this year is to launch a powerful smartphone, which you can improve as you please. G5 will not receive only various
modules that are attaching to the bottom connectors, but also two standalone accessories: a helmet for virtual reality and a camcorder that can shoot videos at 360 degrees. We were all asking ourselves how much will these gadgets from LG cost, but just
now we found the answer.
LG 360 Cam uses two cameras to achieve the 360-degree footage in 4k, but its capabilities are not indicated for such recordings.
With a maximum resolution of 2560 x 1440 pixels, filming at 360 degrees will give you a poor quality compared to other solutions
on the market that already record in 4k.LG said that the camera is incredibly light, compact and easy to carry, all the qualities that
you want from a camera that is going to capture everything around you.So, there wont be much hustle when taking selfies.
You can quickly take a photo with a short press on the shutter button or a video with a long press. You will also be able to adjust
the shutter speed, ISO, White Balance, and more.
The 360 Cam has 4GB of internal storage, but the included MicroSD slot offers additional storage. The 1,200mAh battery will provide up to 70 minutes of recording, which can be charged via the USB Type-C port. A tripod mount is also included.
Photos and videos can be downloaded via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. These photos and videos can be shared easily so anyone can view
them. For example, videos can be uploaded to YouTube and Google Street View.
You’ll be able to set up the 360 Cam via the LG G5’s Friends Manager and 360 Cam apps. LG didn’t specify if apps will be made
available in Google Play so that owners of other Android phones will be able to get in on the action.

New BMW i8 limited editions coming to South Africa
The BMW i8 PHEV sportscar arrived in South Africa in
March 2015 and, since then, 288 have been sold. Celebrating its success here, BMW SA has confirmed that 12 i8 Protonic Frozen Black Edition models will be offered at R2 160
300 a pop (R145 000 more than the standard model).
This latest limited-run version decks out the i8 in a special
black paint accompanied by grey metallic highlights and 20
-inch W-Spoke style BMW i light alloy wheels.
The interior gets some revisions, too. While retaining the
new-age cabin layout, the seats and centre console adopt
bright-yellow-and-anthracite contrast stitching. The seatbelts and floor mats are finished in grey. Said floor mats
boast black leather piping with yellow highlights, and the
gear shifter and central control unit top off the package
with a black ceramic finish. Protonic Frozen Black lettering
on the door sills adds a finishing touch. Inside the BMW i8
Protonic Frozen Editions, top-quality workmanship meets
elegant sportiness. As soon as you open the door, your
gaze is immediately drawn to the door sill finisher emblazoned with the respective, exclusive lettering.
The i8 Protonic Frozen Black Edition retains BMW’s turbotriple 1,5-litre engine mated with a 96 kW electric motor
that results in a 266 kW and 570 N.m of torque, resulting in
a 0-100 km/h time of 4,4 seconds and a top speed of 250
km/h.
What’s more, in December, three BMW i8 Protonic Frozen
Yellow Editions will come to SA.

Price:
0-100 km/h:
Power (kW@r/min):
Torque (N.m@r/min):
Top speed:
Claimed cons. (l/100 km):
C02 emissions (g/km):

R2.1M
44
266 @ 5800 r/min
570 @ 3700 r/min
250 (120 in eMode)
2.1
49
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Limpopo is one of the most exotic destinations in the world

Limpopo is a South African province bordering Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. It's known for bushveld and wildlife reserves, including part of Kruger National Park. West of the Kruger
are the craggy Blouberg mountains and Makgabeng Plateau with
ancient rock art. Near the provincial capital Polokwane, the Arend
Dieperink Museum and fossil-rich caves of Makapansgat explore
history dating back to early hominids.
The province was formed from the northern region of Transvaal
Province in 1994, and was initially named Northern Transvaal. The
following year, it was renamed Northern Province, which remained the name until 2003, when it was formally changed to
Limpopo after deliberation by the provincial government and
amendment of the South African Constitution. An alternate name
considered for the province was Mapungubwe. The Northern Sotho language is spoken by more than half of Limpopo's population.
Area: 125,754 km²
Population: 5.405 million (as of 2011)
Districts: List: Mopani; Vhembe; Capricorn; Waterberg; Sekhukhune
Colleges and Universities: University of Limpopo, University of
Venda, University of Limpopo, Turfloop

FOOD & WINE

There are many ways to prepare delicious baby backs and spare
ribs, whether you’ve got half a day, a yard and lots of patience, or
nothing more than a slow cooker.
Pork ribs on the barbecue can be as high maintenance as a New
Yorker on a juice cleanse. But there are many ways to prepare delicious baby backs and spare ribs, whether you’ve got half a day, a
yard and lots of patience, or nothing more than a slow cooker.
1. Barbecued: For ribs with that incomparable smoky flavor, you’ve
got to cook them low and slow on the grill, adding more charcoal
and wood chips every so often to keep the temperature steady.
Ribs cooked this way need some pampering (you would too, if you
were spending hours in a sauna): To create a great crust, rub them
in advance with spices. For extra flavor after the crust forms, try
spritzing the ribs with a mixture of cider and cider vinegar, and then
finish them off with a glaze.
2. Roast, then grill: If you want to capture some of that smoky flavor
but can’t quite commit to the half-day spa treatment for your ribs,
let your oven do the initial work, cooking the ribs low and slow until
they’re tender. Then just grill them over a blazing fire, brushing with
a glaze until they’re nicely caramelized, or dressing them with a vinaigrette afterward.
3. Roast, then broil: And what if you’re one of those poor unfortunate souls without a grill? Are you destined to a life without cooking
ribs? Of course not. Simply roast them at a low temperature until

tender, then use the broiler to give the nice crust.
4. Slow roast, then blast them: If you have a broiler drawer
and feel so lazy that you don’t want to move the ribs once
they’re in the oven, simply cook them low and slow until
tender, then increase the temperature to scorching (well,
about 450°), brush them with a sauce and roast until caramelized.
5. Braise, then fry: For super tender ribs with extra crispy
bits, you can cook them slowly in a flavorful liquid, then
deep-fry them and toss with a glaze, chicken wing style.
6. Just braise: For absolutely delicious indoor ribs that you
can cook in one pot (or in your slow cooker), braise them in
a super flavorful liquid until they’re tender, then reduce the
sauce and serve. If you’re short on time, use a pressure
cooker.

Social Media Highlight

Like &
Suggest a
Profile on
Our facebook
Page and you
Could win
Airtime
Worth
R100

this girl is always slaying
and her following grows
rapidly everyday.
Any hair do, Any dress,
jean or short suit so well
it’s almost impossible for
haters to hate
on her insta.
Bangene mntwana
Keep slaying.

